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Hi

Based on your earlier email I had first pass of the No regrets miles drawn up Please see attached Happy to

update with the new rebuild numbers and ECOP
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For Friday Im thinking we could propose the following

In Construction Projects 475 miles

ECOP all ECOP project in top 20 plus the two that have high consequence 2505 miles+ 2502 miles+

the two high consequence

PSPS Mitigation only those that are deemed bteam that still make sense up to 1447

miles

Top 20 MAVF 304 miles
Wildfire Rebuild I understand it to be around 17 miles including the Remote Grid but lets get a final tally

Propose a stretch goal of 25 additional miles and 92 additional units of risk reduction risk reduction

calculated as top 25391 miles top 56 ranked circuit segments represents 143974 units of risk or 567
units of riskmile With 65 risk reduction that results in an average risk reduction of 369 unitsmile x 25

miles = 92 units of risk reduction

When you add that all up it comes to around 184 miles and 242 units of risk reduction or around 1 of risk

reduction
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unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter
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